Primer
Ringing up success with IoT for retailers
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A lot in store
The store of the future is today. Retailers from small mom-andpop shops to giant chain-store outlets are filling their aisles
and packing their warehouses with advanced technologies
designed to improve just about every facet of the consumer
experience.
As part of this digital transformation, retailers are increasingly
making bold use of IoT, a collection of connected technologies
that give them innovative ways to meet the demands of
technology-savvy shoppers looking to browse competitive
product offerings and make informed purchasing decisions.
The promise of addressing growing consumer expectations
while also reducing costs and optimizing operational efficiency
is the major force behind IoT spending in the retail market,
which is predicted to top $30 billion by 2024.1

More than three in four retailers believe that IoT solutions help
improve customer experience, and 89% of early adopters say
IoT is giving them valuable additional insights into customer
preferences. Seventy-seven percent say IoT drives better
relationships with supply chain partners.3
In retail, IoT technologies are being used in beacons, smart
shelves and interactive digital displays to track both products
and shoppers, and build rich repositories of data on buyer
behavior and the elements that lead to a sale. Similar
technologies are also at work in retail to track products
through the distribution chain and monitor environmental
systems to maximize efficiency and reduce costs.

Checking out: IoT in the retail environment
With more than three billion mobile internet users worldwide,
and more than five billion estimated by 2025, retailers are
looking to capitalize on the way customers search for,
experience and buy products across all channels. IoT
technologies are being used to engage shoppers in real time
and provide interactive, personalized experiences that promote
engagement, satisfaction and, of course, increased sales.
Retailers already recognize IoT’s potential to transform their
businesses. The economic impact of IoT in retail is expected to
range from $410 billion to as much as $1.2 trillion per year by
2025.2

1. G
 lobal Market Insights, “IoT in Retail Market…” September 2017, https://www.gminsights.com/industry-analysis/iot-internet-of-things-retail-market.
2. McKinsey & Company, “The Internet of Things: Mapping the Value Beyond the Hype,” June 2015, https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/
Business%20Functions/McKinsey%20Digital/Our%20Insights/The%20Internet%20of%20Things%20The%20value%20of%20digitizing%20the%20
physical%20world/The-Internet-of-things-Mapping-the-value-beyond-the-hype.ashx.
3. Verizon, “State of the Market: Internet of Things 2016,” April 2016, https://www.verizon.com/about/sites/default/files/state-of-the-internet-of-thingsmarket-report-2016.pdf.
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Retail IoT use cases
IoT technologies are changing the way retailers attract and serve shoppers, stock their stores and manage
their locations.

BEACONS
Today’s IoT-enabled smart stores make copious use of low-power connected devices distributed across the retail
environment and primed to push automated notifications right to shoppers’ smartphones when they approach
designated areas or products.
Small and unobtrusive, beacons typically use Bluetooth Low Energy and geolocation technology to sense customers
as they shop. Beacons can be configured to issue alerts about sales and real-time offers, guide customers to specific
items, display catalogs and FAQs, and deliver discount coupons to associated mobile applications.
Beacons can also be combined with security cameras and heat sensors to gather data on customer behavior in and
near retail environments. Shopper mapping allows store owners to see things such as patterns in foot traffic and the
effectiveness of displays and signage. Beacons are a powerful tool for personalizing and improving the shopping
experience, increasing customer loyalty and boosting sales.
Because the technology has proven so effective, the number of retail stores leveraging connected beacon devices
jumped from just 96,000 in 2015 to more than 3.5 million in 2016.4
Retailers are also experimenting with similar product-specific notification functionality that leverages Quick Response
(QR) codes or near-field communication (NFC), both of which give shoppers more power to trigger interactions by
opting in to a service rather than depending on unsolicited communications based on proximity alone.

SMART SHELVES AND AUTOMATED CHECKOUT
Stores are leveraging innovative IoT solutions to power smart shelves and optimized retail layouts.
Smart shelves use RFID tags on products and RFID readers built into the display. Coupled with weight and proximity
sensors, smart shelving solutions offer unprecedented visibility into which items are where across the store
environment. When a customer removes an item for purchase (or moves it to another location in the store), back-end
systems are immediately updated and the data is stored for further analysis.
Smart shelves allow store owners to automate inventory tracking and coordinate precise restocking. In addition, a
robust, interconnected network of smart shelf sensors can alert employees to misplaced items, monitor product
expiration dates and determine customer interest in a product by gauging how long it’s looked at, held, put down
or carried to the checkout counter. Smart shelves are also a first line of defense in loss prevention when mated with
point-of-sale systems that track items as they’re bought and paid for.
Grocery stores, in particular, are embracing smart shelves as a way to manage their varied, rapidly churning and
highly perishable inventories. Food retailers are also combining smart shelving and location-based technologies
such as beacons to alert shoppers when they’re near items on their smartphone-enabled digital shopping lists.
Once removed from the shelf, tagged items can be tracked through the store and ultimately charged to a customer’s
account as they move through smart, automated checkout areas and exit the store, eliminating the need for
customers to queue up at a register or kiosk. Automated checkouts will help retailers reduce cashier staffing by 75%
and save up to $380 billion a year by 2025.5
Beyond just managing products at the display and facilitating faster purchases, IoT-enabled systems allow retailers
to analyze and improve the way products are presented throughout the store. Integrating smart shelving solutions
with infrared motion and proximity detectors can provide insight into the effectiveness of store layouts, showing
where shoppers are focused when they make purchasing decisions and how adjacent products impact sales.
4. B
 usiness Insider, “IoT in Retail & E-Commerce: Market Trends Shaping Our Shopping,” December 2016, https://www.businessinsider.com/internet-of-thingsecommerce-retail-trends-2016-9.
5. McKinsey & Company, op. cit.
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ADVANCED DIGITAL SIGNAGE
Digital signage is already popular in modern retail outlets for its ability to showcase a variety of products, discounts
and messaging with simple, centralized management. Bringing IoT solutions into the mix, however, enhances the
value proposition of retail digital signage significantly.
By collecting and analyzing data from beacons, smart shelving and shopper mapping systems, along with insights
from point-of-sale systems and other contextual sales data—everything from weather reports to holiday schedules
to media reports on trends—retailers can tap into predictive analytics to guide product promotions timed to engage
customers when they’re most likely to buy.
To execute on that engagement opportunity, IoT-savvy retailers can use business intelligence insights to push
advertising, product info and personalized messages to digital signage solutions that range from simple tablet
screens on product displays to complex, interactive touchscreen systems that support immersive, in-store
demonstration environments.

LOGISTICS, FLEET AND WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT
IoT impacts not just the retail storefront but the back-end systems as well. With storage space at a premium, most
retailers today look to just-in-time inventory solutions to minimize stockpiling while ensuring product availability.
To achieve that balance, IoT-enhanced RFID product tagging and GPS-powered telematics and fleet management
technologies combine to track the location and movement of products from manufacturer to warehouse to retail outlet.
With such technologies in place, retailers can tell at a glance where a product is, where it’s been and where it’s
headed, as well as how long it sat (indoors or outdoors), what temperature extremes it’s been exposed to and whether
it’s left the custody of trusted supply chain partners.
IoT also helps retailers reduce costs associated with distribution and transportation. Smart logistics systems
enable automated warehousing and digitized fulfillment, reducing supply chain complexity and improving customer
satisfaction by ensuring products are available through multiple channels—in-store, via home delivery, and so forth—
both quickly and reliably.

PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE
IoT technologies are making it easier for retailers to prevent problems before they happen. Stores are getting ahead
of infrastructure problems and avoiding equipment downtime through the use of IoT-connected sensors and monitors
that can detect system anomalies and notify appropriate maintenance personnel.
IoT predictive maintenance systems for retail are especially prevalent in grocery stores, where temperature, moisture
and current sensors in HVAC and refrigeration systems feed other systems for detecting performance or powerconsumption fluctuations that could signal imminent unit malfunction or impact food safety.
In multi-tenant retail spaces, connected IoT devices are also at work collecting real-time data and feeding analytics
systems that help maintenance personnel keep elevators, escalators and automatic doors running smoothly by
predicting when repairs or adjustments are due.
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Challenges: play fair and stay safe
Solution providers will need to walk retail clients through a
number of basic IoT challenges, starting with appropriate
use of the technologies. While increasingly popular today,
retail beacons, for example, have suffered fits and starts in
adoption over the past several years as consumers rebelled
against what many viewed as unsolicited and spam-laden
marketing messages. As in many areas of IoT, use of
connected devices and associated data analysis in retail
should be guided by a key principle: Just because you can do
something doesn’t mean you should.
When it comes to consumer-facing features, retailers should
get guidance from their trusted technology advisors to
leverage only those IoT capabilities that enhance engagement
and improve customer relationships. For retailers, providing
customers with product-agnostic information and opt-in
systems for push messaging are good ways to start.
Another significant obstacle for store owners mulling over IoT
deployments is security. Retailers are a frequent target for
cybercriminals thanks to the immense amount of personally
identifiable information and financial transaction data they
amass. Adding IoT-connected devices and data stores for
intelligence analysis in a retail IT environment increases the
attack surface exponentially.

As with any IoT initiative, industry best practices for security
apply. Administrators must be aware of the presence and
security posture of all assets on the network and understand
their function. IoT-enabled devices at retail outlets must not
only be managed, patched and updated as required but also
routinely tested for vulnerabilities as new threats emerge.
Finally, security policies must incorporate all devices and
sensors to ensure universal compliance with both statutory
regulations and internal risk-management decisions.
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Retail IoT opportunity in the bag
IoT is rapidly transforming retail technology environments,
with applications proven to deliver personalized shopping
experiences, boost customer loyalty, increase sales, and
improve logistics and inventory management. Capitalizing on
the IoT opportunity in retail means bringing together devices,
connectivity and data analytics in innovative ways that
address real-world challenges.
Partners with the right set of technical skills and a deep
knowledge of the business processes inherent to the retail
vertical—from loading dock to shopping cart—will be the
ones best-positioned to develop innovative IoT initiatives that
deliver significant, positive outcomes for retail clients.

When proper security precautions aren’t in place, attacks
can occur, even at some of the largest brands in retail, with
companies such as Target, Home Depot and TJX suffering
massive breaches in recent years.

Next steps
Realize the promise of IoT with Ingram Micro. We can help you get started in IoT with
our selection of solutions, kits and components to accelerate your IoT journey.
Visit the IoT marketplace at https://iot.ingrammicro.com or contact us at us.iot@ingrammicro.com.
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